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Hello everyone, and welcome to the spring 
edition of the Other Ave-News. We hope it 

parents, who had never been to the coast, 

Francisco from the perspective of those who 
have never seen it. It reminded me of my own 

it represented from the Midwest in all the 
scenery, people and food. While I’m right-

I know, and I love being part of a larger, and 

  A New Perspective

growing, movement of coops worldwide.  

It is an exciting coincidence that this 

increased attention on democratic work-
places paid in more mainstream media 

Capitalism: A Love Story, and how we can 
-

which has similar goals on a smaller scale. 
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South America is the new Bordeaux
by Tina Rodia

A New Perspective continued from page 1

Brennan is noticing a new 
trend in wine imports. On a 
nearly weekly basis, wine reps 

eager to sell highly affordable, 
remarkable organic wines from 

and Italy have historically 
predominated the wine im-

a global recession, have made 
way for a new stream of afford-

-
ates a markedly smaller carbon 

-

costs and lower retail prices. 

may grow to become a more 
-

-

are known for are becoming 
predominant varieties in the 

-

-

also largely represented, and 
-

donnays are coming from the 

-

=

In this edition of the Ave-News 
we offer many tasty morsels  

-
tion with the aforementioned 

analyze the partnership of 

Mondragon, the largest system 

how changes in the economic 

America. We also review 
Cheesemonger, a great new 

-
tion to an in-depth comparison 

-
-

de Mayo. Keep in mind that 

perfect initially, keep trying!   

-
ing, and enjoy springtime in 

the new wine equation?

Supplies for 
Sustainable Living
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Why is Other Avenues 

Closed on May 1st?  

May Day commemorates, among 

other things, International Worker’s 

Day, and the chosen date stems from 

strike in Chicago in support of an 

on May 1st, 1886, and culminated in 

was thrown into a rally at Haymarket 

Square on May 4th. In the ensuing 

riot, a dozen people were killed. Four 

anarchist activists were tried and 

executed. Workers all over the world 

-

and remain grateful to the Haymar-

ket martyrs for helping to highlight 

the need for worker’s rights, and the 

(NG)

they are drier, more “minerally.” 

is also global trend, as stainless 

-

wine, is coming in heavily from 
-

recession, Brennan can con-

bottle of wine at prices between 

or the always consistent Pircas 

lent choices for food wines, or, 

-

a wine for special occasions or 

-

-

-
-

remember French wines before 

South America continued from page 2

??

some South American options
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In researching coops and Mon-
-

in an article by the director of 

we are actively involved in: 
“Most people think of coops 
as the hippie-dippy grocery 
store that sells organic goods.” 
Upon reading this, I cringed. 

hardly the face of the coopera-

are the face of persistence and a 

face of the cooperative of the 

be many, and they once were 

-

-
laboration with Mondragon 

-

world’s largest system of work-
-

by Father Jose Maria Arizmen-

started as a technical school, 

Both its growth and health as a 
-

laying off any workers.

-
dragon’s mission is two part, 
one is “one person, one vote” 
and their commitment to their 

-
ness excellence. While it is 
wholeheartedly committed to 
developing highly participative 

-
nesses and services is as inte-

-

two-fold mission. 

Mondragon’s “one worker, 
-

control of the workplace, as 

Ownership Programs, or 

-

also researching cooperative 

modify Mondragon’s existing 

-
lishing a hybrid environment of 

workers will reach agreements 
between themselves as workers, 

team that they will create. 

-
ting a trend in cooperative job 

-

the new face of cooperatives

“Most people think of 
coops as the hippie-dippy 

grocery store that sells 
organic goods.”



The New Face of Cooperatives continued from page 4  the new face of cooperatives

-

-

Wealth concentration combined 

of Americans recognize a need 
-

-

nevertheless they provide more 

than 2 million jobs in energy, 
-

-

a healthy economic standpoint, 

those involved.

Mondragon is making coops 

-

declaration will heighten the in-
ternational visibility of coops in 
the same way it did microcredit. 

strength of cooperatives in cred-

dairy farms. Perhaps it is not 
-

-

and beyond, it is exciting to be 

despite being a “hippie-dippy 
grocery store!”

an unprecedented merger?

Upcoming Events at
Other Avenues

April 18th: Homeopathy Workshop with Varda Wilensky
 in the Other Avenues meeting room. Get well, naturally!
 
May 13th: UCSF Earth Fest and Bike to Work Day 
 featuring many cool green vendors, including us!

July 11th: Help Other Avenues clean Ocean Beach. We supply the 
 coffee, snacks, and cleaning gear, and you supply the rest!

Varda Wilensky



invention to cook leftover beef. Later, fajitas have evolved into any food cooked with Mexi-
can spices and served in a warm, folded tortilla.

Marinade:

l teaspoon salt

2-3 cloves of garlic, minced 
2-3 tablespoons freshly minced cilantro 

Recipes for Cinco de Mayo 

Filling:

     thawed

Vegetarian Fajitas            (makes 8-10 servings)  

a regional holiday in Mexico, 
primarily celebrated in the 

-
memorate the historical day 

French army, which had not 

solidarity of the Mexicans 
with other Americans for 

been invaded from another 

Independence Day, a more 
important national holiday, 

-

as a celebration of Mexico’s 

Day. In the Bay Area it is cel-

dancing and food.

history with vast regional 
-

American and even African 

cooking has its distinctive 
-

-
canized Mexican dishes are 

-
ian-friendly and even easy to 



oven. Keep them wrapped in a warm cloth to prevent from hardening. 

                                                                                                     

2 large avocados

lengthwise. Remove and discard pits, reserving one. Mash the avocados and add to the 

right away or cover and refrigerate. 

                                                                                                 

2-3 jalapeno or serrano  peppers, 
     minced after removing most seeds and veins

     sor with some water and oil, in place of jalapeno peppers. 

cooked salsa keeps longer than the raw salsa.

Cinco de Mayo recipes continued from page 6 

Guacamole                       (makes 8-10 servings)

Salsa                                        (feeds 8-10)
4 cloves of minced garlic 



2 tablespoons chopped cilantro

    Cooking Corner continued from page 7

Tostaditas with leafy greens and black beans

and deep fry them in very hot oil. Do not 

them on paper towels and transfer to a 
serving platter in a single layer. 

Using 2 tablespoons of oil, stir-fry the on-

while mashing the beans with a wooden spoon 

of the beans in the center of each tortilla piece, 

cheese.

-

for her newest creation, the vegan “chocolate 

as a vegan sorceress, which we will neither 

-

oil, agave, and spices are able to magically 

combine in the kitchen... to make a vegan, 

donut holes are not actual size



OTHER AVE-NEWS’ 
PEANUT BUTTER 
SMACKDOWN

-

foods are, at least not the wholesome ones we like 

-

-

be the perfect companion for a crisp apple wedge, 

to cook while on the road. Incidentally, we’re one 

VS
-

ally researched, taste-tested opinions on the matter 

say, raccoons would
Again insists that not only do raccoons love their 

better paired with a cameo or a pink lady apple.  

ONCE AGAIN ORGANIC 
PEANUT BUTTER

SWEET ELLA’S ORGANIC 
PEANUT BUTTER

a heartfelt editorial 
by Nicole Gluckstern 
and Ryan Bieber

In Praise of 
Peanut Butter



Dairy: Check out the prebiotic, fiber-enhanced 
goodness of Butterfi, sweet cream butter from 
Washington state; Parma vegan parmesan in 
convenient shakers; local, raw Café Gratitude 
“ice cream” pints in our freezer section; Café 
Gratitude “I am Alive” raw kim chee in our deli 
cooler

Produce: It’s springtime for asparagus! Check 
out our special deals on this seasonal favorite—
and get the hollandaise ready; fresh green garlic 
from Riverdog in Yolo county

Grocery: See our new RAW food section, just 
across from the cheese cooler; raw, organic 
Manuka honey on the sweeteners shelf nearby 
(New Zealand manuka has a reputation for be-
ing one of the most effective “medicinal” honeys 
on earth. It tastes good too!)

Bulk: Totally awesome truRoots sprouted green 
lentils, can be enjoyed raw or cooked; Taylor 
Maid Flores Mangari, a single-origin coffee from 
Indonesia; introducing another favorite local 
roaster–Philz coffee in bags

OA’s Own: OA’s Own raw, handmade muesli 
available in our bulk section; a returning favorite, 
the white bean hummus, is a hit! Check out the 
SF Weekly food blog for a great write-up on our 
amazing vegan love cups! 

Cheese: Holy cow! Snap up a chunk of our Bleu 
d’Auvergne, a piquant French blue, nicely paired 
with a strong beer or a robust red; Marin Farms 
sliced cheeses for your sandwich convenience 
and pimento-stuffed green olives for your next 
antipasto plate

Bread: Try some savory scones from Santa Cruz; 
in the cooler, all-natural, Icebox Bakery slice-and-
bake cookie dough made with organic, cage-free 
eggs and rBGH-free butter–yum!

Beer/Wine: If you haven’t had a Flanders-
style red ale yet, you should try the Duchesse 
de Bourgogne from Vichte, Belgium–sour, fruity, 
yeasty, and really quite remarkable at $5.99 a 
bottle; you can balance out that big-ticket cost 
with a bottle of 2 Copas blended table wines 
from Argentina, also just $5.99 

Herbs: Exotic honeybush tea, calming pas-
sionflower; medicinal wunderkind milk thistle; 
delicately-scented lemon myrtle 

Vitamins: Herb Pharm passionflower, 1 oz. 
tincture, good as a sleep-enhancer; anti-allergy 
remedies from Bioallers and Heel; longtime fa-
vorite Jason Winters tea, a helpful cleansing tea 
for degenerative diseases—20% off!

Non-Foods: People are raving about Taylor’s 
Chai Cola and our new Dry sodas in wintery 
juniper berry and warming rhubarb flavors; bird 
feeders made with recycled plastics, bike acces-
sories, and our cool new organic seed rack!

Department Highlights



Simply show your child this picture 
and they will love eating beets.

Body Care: New John Masters Organics 
facial care line and hair care—luxurious, effec-
tive and clean! Free of parabens, preservatives 
and other stuff your skin and hair don’t need 
to look lovely

Gifts: Organic cotton kids clothes in bold 
colors from Happy Green Bee; Other Avenues’ 
very own t-shirts—sport your neighborhood 
pride all over town! Look for Cheesemonger: a 
Life on the Wedge, by Gordon Edgar (reviewed 
on this very page)

an open mind, either can be perfectly accessible. 

department at fellow worker-owned cooperative 

spend my days elbow-deep in cheese wheels, tast-

Cheesemonger: A Life on the Wedge.

Cheese-
monger 

   

Department Highlights continued from page 10

  Cheesemonger: A Life on the Wedge 

-

doesn’t have to smack of elitism and how 

a classist barrier.  

Normally, we do not 
recommend trusting men 

with large knives.



WHO WE ARE 
Other Avenues is a 
worker-owned cooperative, 
democratically owned and 
currently run by eighteen 
worker members and 
six part-time workers to 
mutually serve the business 
and the Sunset community. 
Other Avenues is open seven 
days a week, 9:00 a.m.-9:00 
p.m., 363 days a year. We 
are closed on Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Day, and on May 
1st, International Worker’s 

Day.

Comments? 
Concerns? 
Questions?

Call our manager- 
just kidding!

Want to advertise 
with us?  
Contact 

newsletter@otheravenues.coop
Thanks for reading!


